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“TOTALLY TOY STORY”

Fact Sheet

A Brand New Way to Have Fun at The Movies!

Walt Disney Pictures presents “Totally Toy Story” the 
holiday attraction for 1995.  “Totally Toy Story” is an all-
new kind of movie-going experience.  First, you will 
see Disney’s newest animated film “Toy Story,” 
featuring the voice talents of multiple Academy 
Award® winner Tom Hanks, and TV superstar Tim 
Allen, at the historic El Capitan Theatre in Hollywood.  
After the film, audiences will move next door to 
experience Disney’s “Toy Story Funhouse”: Seven 
incredible rooms of fun, fantasy, games and live 
entertainment for the whole family.  

This amazing attraction features a live singing and 
dancing extravaganza in Hamm’s Theatre; giant Lite-
Brite™ and Spirograph™ walls; Mr. Potato Head’s™ 
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Playroom featuring an arts and crafts bar; a Western 
arcade for country dancing in Woody’s Round-up; 
thrilling rides to infinity and beyond on the Interactive 
Flight Simulator in Buzz’s Galaxy; a fun obstacle 
course of lakes, bushes and bridges in the Green 
Army Men room; video games in the Totally Interactive
room; and great food at the Pizza Planet Cafe.

Designed by the leading art direction/production 
design firm of Jeremy Railton & Associates, “Totally 
Toy Story” is housed in the historic Hollywood 
Colonnade building right next door to the El Capitan 
Theatre at 6838 Hollywood Boulevard.  Sets for this 
unique attraction are being constructed at a location in 
Tujunga over a six week period and will be assembled 
at the “Totally Toy Story” site in time for the first 
preview on November 15.  The premiere on November
19, will benefit the Pediatrics AIDS Project.  The official
opening is November 22.

Some fun facts about the “Toy Story Funhouse”

• Approximately 200 Cast Members per day will staff 
the attraction

• There will be 69,720+ man hours for operation of the
Funhouse through the run of the film.
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• 105 Live Entertainment Performers
• Over 50 Attraction Hosts/Hostesses will staff the 

activities
• 7 Live Bands
• 55 city blocks worth of foam will be used for 

character sculptures
• 240,000 Fiber Optic Stars
• Power generated daily would supply a city block!
• In the cafe, 2,700 slices of pepperoni will be used 

per day on pizzas
• And much more ...

Tickets for Disney’s “Totally Toy Story”, which includes 
admittance to both the “Toy Story” animated movie 
and  the Toy Story Funhouse,” are on sale now at the 
El Capitan Theatre box office, or by phone.  The “Toy 
Story Funhouse” attraction opens day and date with 
the animated film “Toy Story,” and continues from 
November 22, 1995 through January 1, 1996.  

TO PURCHASE TICKETS

• Tickets are on sale at the El Capitan Theatre box 
office, or by calling 1-800-DISNEY6 (1-800-347-
6396).
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TICKET PRICES

Adults:      $20.00
Children: Age 11 and under) $15.00
Seniors: (69 and over)      $15.00
VIP Seats      $30.00

Reservations are available for groups of 20 or more by
calling (818) 845-3110.  

SHOWTIMES

• “Totally Toy Story” runs from Wednesday, November 
22, through Monday, January 1, 1996.  Showtimes 
are 11:50 a.m.; 2:10 p.m.; 4:35 p.m.; 7:00 p.m.; and 
9:20 p.m.  There are also matinees at 9:30 a.m. from
November 22 to December 3; from December 23 to 
January 1; as well as December 9 and 10, and 
December 16 and 17.

ABOUT “TOY STORY”

• Set in a world where toys have a life of their own 
when people are not present, “Toy Story” takes 
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moviegoers on a fantastic fun-filled journey, viewed 
primarily through the eyes of two rival toys -- Woody 
(voice of Tom Hanks), a pull-string talking cowboy, 
and Buzz Lightyear (voice of Tim Allen), a superhero
space action-figure.  The comically-mismatched duo 
eventually learn to put aside their differences when 
circumstances separate them from their owner Andy 
and they find themselves on a hilarious adventure-
filled mission where the only way they can survive is 
to form an uneasy alliance.

ABOUT THE “TOY STORY FUNHOUSE”

Main Level

• Woody’s Roundup: Hear a live Western band.  Try 
your luck at lassoing a steer at the Western Arcade.  
Dance the two-step or try line-dancing.  Mosey up to
the chuck wagon for great chow.

• Green Army Men Room: Fun obstacle course over 
fake lakes, bushes and bridges.  Strap on special 
green army men boots and get ready to prove your 
endurance.

• Mr. Potato Head’s Playroom: See the life-size Play-
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Doh™ sculpture of Buzz and Woody.  Play with giant
Lite-Brite™ and Spirograph™ walls.  Create your 
own masterpiece at the circular arts and crafts bar.

• Buzz’s Galaxy: Take a thrilling ride to infinity and 
beyond on the interactive flight simulator.  Test your 
skills at the laser shooting gallery.  Play lunar 
basketball and other out-of-the-world games.  Meet 
Buzz Lightyear in person.

Upper Level

• Hamm’s Theatre: Join us for a live singing and 
dancing extravaganza starring everyone’s favorite 
toys in an original show you won’t want to miss.  
Settle in for the show with some goodies from the 
Stage Door Snack Bar.

• Totally Interactive (Sponsored by Walt Disney 
Interactive): Be the first to play the all-new Disney 
“Toy Story” video game starring Buzz, Woody and all
your favorite “Toy Story” characters.

Lower Level

• Pizza Planet Cafe, featuring an assortment of food 
that even a Mutant toy would love.  Pizza, fresh 
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sandwiches, cookies, and other treats as well as 
coffee, cappuccino, and of course, alien slime.

Walt Disney Pictures presentes “Toy Story,” A Pixar 
Production.  The first animated feature to be created 
entirely using computer technology, “Toy Story” was 
produced in collaboration with Pixar, a Northern 
California-based pioneer in computer graphics, and 
directed by John Lasseter.  Ralph Guggenheim and 
Bonnie Arnold were the producers with Edwin Catmull 
and Steven Jobs serving as executive producers.  
Based on an original story by Lasseter, Peter Docter, 
Andrew Stanton and Joe Ranft, the screenplay is by 
Joss Whedon, Andrew Stanton, Joel Cohen and Alec 
Sokolow.  The supervising technical director is William 
Reeves.  Renowned songwriter Randy Newman wrote 
and performed three new songs and composed the 
underscore.
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